Abstract: Sparse 
Index Terms-Image processing, up conversion, pre-filtering, and adaptive sampling.
I. Introduction
Image processing has been around for many years. These domain applications are prevalent in many areas of application development. As the images are to be transferred over network or Internet, compression techniques came into existence. The conventional approach has been challenged by the researchers of later [1] . Compact image representation is investigated in this paper in spatial domain using sparse sampling. Most of the existing technologies use compact representation of images using interpolation. However, there is difficulty with high frequency contents. This challenge is overcome by the proposed image compression system which is known as collaborative adaptive down sampling and up conversion. It emphasizes an edge reconstruction which has got importance perceptually. In this mechanism we also avoid irregular down sampling. The proposed compression technique uses square pixel grid of image. The proposed technique can also be used with any existing compression techniques such as JPEG 2000 and DCT -based JPEG. Directional low-pass pre-filtering approach is used for uniform down sampling. The decoder in the proposed system actually decompresses the images which have low resolution. Afterwards it gets up converted into original image. Predictive image coding [2] , [3] was used earlier for two -dimensional aggressive modeling. However, in the proposed system, the decoder plays an important role for predicting and also adapting. The predictor is used only at the decoder side in the proposed approach. Fig. 1 shows the same. DCT-based JPEG image compression technique is used in [4] with respect to critical bit rate. Down sampling technique was also proposed in that paper. However, it is not similar to proposed system as it is tailored and thus supports only codec pertaining to DCT-based JPEG. Later Gan et al. proposed pre and post filters in order to overcome artifacts which are revealed in case of DCT-based block codecs with given bit rates [5] . Thus the previous works are motivated by the fact that DCT-based codecs produce artifacts. In the proposed system the experiments revealed that the high bit rate applications exhibited less superiority while the low bit rate applications exhibited superior performance. With respect to PSNR and image visual quality, the proposed system outperforms the existing JPEG 2000 standard for image compression. The work done in [6] is similar to our work. However, it won't accept quincunx image as input for compression. Its encoder is also computationally expensive as it requires adaptive directional lifting. When compared with proposed one, the quincunx image processing has revealed that the proposed system
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II provides insights into the proposed compression system which outperforms the JPEG 2000 standard. Section III provides results and analysis while the section V concludes this paper.
II. Proposed Compression System
The proposed compression system outline is presented in fig. 1 . It has many components such as directional pre-filtering, uniform down sampling, third party encoder, third party decoder, auto-regressive modeling and up conversion.
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Fig. 1 -Proposed Image Compression Technique
As can be seen in fig. 1 , the proposed compression technique is with encoding and decoding activities. It operates on down-sampled images. The results of this technique revealed best visual quality and PSNR. Thus the proposed technique is far better than that of JPEG 2000 though the latter is widely used codec [7] . The proposed compression technique also works with other third party compression techniques. The proposed system can extend any existing techniques to improve compression for low-bit rate performance. Visual communication in wireless networks in the real world is one of the applications of the proposed compression technique. When compared with it, the JPEG 2000 is inefficient as it consumes more bandwidth and can't exhibit any performance improvement for low-resolution devices.
The proposed compression technique reduces the complexity of encoder with any codec being used. This is very useful in reducing energy consumption. This technique is required in image processing operations being performed in wireless sensor networks. Many researches are relevant to our paper. They include [8] and [5] . Down sampling an image before it is subjected to JPEG compression and then up sampling is performed in [8] . The influence of bit rate in image compression techniques is presented by [4] . Interpolation and decimation algorithms were implemented in [9] . Directional low-pass filtering is achieved using the following equation.
The proposed compression technique is superior to JPEG 2000 compression technique. Its total mean-squares distortion is computed as follows.
Rate distortion function satisfies the following condition and thus it outperforms the JPEG 2000 compression.
III. Experimental Results And Evaluation
The experiments are made using MATLAB in a PC with 2GB or RAM and Dual Core processor. The experiments are made using various bench mark images. The experiments are done using the proposed approach and compared with JPEG 2000. The results of the proposed compression method applied to Lena, Leaves and Bike images. The PSNR is computed and presented in table 1.
Table 1 -Results of JPEG 2000 and Proposed Compression Technique
As can be seen in table 1, it is evident that the proposed system exhibited superior features in terms of PSNR and image visual clarity. The results of the images which were taken when experimented with Lena, Leaves and Bike images are presented in fig. 2 . Fig. 2 -Difference in PSNR of Lena, Leaves and Bike As can be seen in fig. 2 , the left image is compressed with JPEG while the right image is compressed with proposed compression system. As can be seen in table 1, the results reveal that the proposed system outperforms the JPEG technique for image compression. Fig. 3, 4 , and 6 present the difference is PSNR of Lena, Leaves and Bike images respectively for JPEG and proposed compression techniques. The results reveal that when bit rates are low the compression performance is higher. The proposed approach outperforms the JPEG compression method.
IV. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a new standard for down-sampled image coding which is far better than JPEG 2000 standard in terms visual quality and PSNR. The experiments are made with bit rates between low to medium. A prototype application is built using MATLAB language which proved to be efficient. Its success is attributed to the up conversion process being used by pre-filtering process in the proposed method. The experiments revealed that low bit rates can produce higher image quality. Moreover the proposed approach works faster besides reducing workload and consuming as less energy is possible. The prototype application is very useful in visual communication applications. 
